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ABSTRACT
Purpose – The purpose of this study is to increase the understanding of how multisided

platforms (MSP) could retain different user groups on their platform. To fulfill the
purpose, the following research questions (RQ) were derived: RQ 1: How could MSPs

design their activities to retain users on the producer side(s)? and RQ 2: How could
MSPs design their activities to retain users on the consumer side(s)?
Method – This study was conducted as an abductive single case study based on a
multisided platform developed within the health sector. In addition, complimentary
interviews were conducted to validate and expand the result from the case study. In total,
15 interviews were conducted and analyzed through thematic analysis.
Findings – The findings are presented in a framework showing what activities to conduct
in certain stages of platform development and is divided between two distinct platform
sides, producers and consumers. The different stages are relative to critical mass i.e. how
many users the MSP has and shows which activities that is necessary in these stages.
Theoretical implication and Practical implication – The study suggests activities necessary
for retaining users on MSPs seen to certain stages of development. Additional
contributions are (1) in the beginning, MSPs should initially focus on the platform side
who provides the most viable product, (2) mass in users is a prerequisite for finding the
right matches, and (3) “super-platforms” with many value offerings will be key for
retaining users and long-term success. The practical implications are (1) which activities
that are necessary on a certain side of the MSP, (2) guiding managers with which activities
that are suitable in a certain stage of platform development, and (3) provide managers
with the ability to plan future activities.
Limitations and Future Research – This study is conducted in South-east Asia which
implies that a similar study should be conducted in a western context. Furthermore, it is
limited to a single-case study of an MSP, although there were exploratory and
confirmative interviews with other companies. Future research should therefore include
a multiple-case study to compare how different MSPs work with retention. Lastly, further
studies into what critical mass is and how to estimate that, should be considered.
Keywords: Multisided platforms; Network effects; Retention; Producer; Consumer;

Critical mass
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multisided platforms (MSP) makes it easier for producers and consumers to interact with
each other by serving as intermediaries. The concept of MSPs exists in various settings
where the value lies within the fact that they enable transactions between individuals or
companies that might not have been able to interact otherwise (McIntyre & Srinivasan,
2017). Hagiu (2014) adds to that by arguing that the fast-increasing interest in MSPs over
the last decade is due to the fact that it can reduce search and transaction costs for both
producers and consumers, which creates increased value for everyone involved. The
commonly accepted definition of an MSP states that MSPs are “technologies, products

or services that create value primarily by enabling direct interactions between two or
more customer or user groups” (Hagiu, 2014, p.71). Throughout this study, we have
chosen to divide these different user groups into two overarching platform sides denoted
as producers and consumers. Producers are defined as users providing value by offering
access to a certain product or service for the other side, whereas consumers are those user
groups who extract that given value. The focus in this thesis is to study how MSPs should
achieve user retention and thereby encourage network effects on their platform.
As the value lies in the connection among the different sides, the platform becomes more
powerful as the number of users increases, which is referred to as network effects. This is
explained by Cennamo and Santalo (2013) who mentions that a user places a higher value
on platforms with a larger number of users, meaning that it is important for platform
companies to be able to acquire as many users on each side as possible. McIntyre and
Srinivasan (2017) adds to that by mentioning that the user value increases according to
the number of other users of whom they can interact. Even if previous literature
highlights the importance of a large user base, there is limited suggestions on how to
actually retain users once they are on board. The network is usually divided into same-

sided or cross-sided network effects, where same-sided network effects are when users
place a higher value when other users are added to the same side of the platform e.g.
social networks. Cross-sided network effects on the other hand means that the presence
of one side directly affects the other sides (Hagiu, 2014). An example of that is Uber,
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who won’t get enough riders if there are not enough drivers available and vice versa.
Network effects is undoubtedly important for any company wanting to create a platform
where the ultimate goal is to reach the point where participants are attracted by the size
of the network (McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017). This phenomenon is referred to as the
critical mass or the tipping point, and reaching that point means that growth can be seen
as exponential rather than linear (Evans & Schmalensee, 2017).
Building strong cross-side network effects can create high barriers to entry which limits
potential competition. This is known within platform development as the winner-takesall (WTA) dynamic, meaning that the platform that manages to create the largest network
the fastest will be the most successful (Ott, Bremner & Eisenhardt, 2018). Google, for
example, has created a network strong enough to withstand almost any competitor
wanting to enter the search engine market. Their success is mostly due to its superior
algorithm, which was crucial since the search engine market had experienced low
switching costs among its actors (Zhu & Iansiti, 2012). Eisenman, Parker and Van Alstyne
(2006) describes the get-big-fast strategy, which is an aggressive way to acquire users to
win the marketplace. This strategy is the one that is most aligned with the WTAdynamic, which would make it the natural choice for any company wanting to perform
platform business. However, one of the risks with this strategy is that companies tend to
forget that in order to stay competitive in the long run, they need to focus on retention
simultaneously. In addition, Ott et al. (2018) highlights factors like low switching cost,
which has the potential to limit the effectiveness of the get-big-fast strategy. Also,
examples where MSPs manage to coexist in markets is brought up by Cennamo and
Santalo (2013) who challenges the winner-take-all approach by showing that factors such
as local network effects can impact platform competition. In addition to that,
Karippacheril, Nikayin, de Reuver and Bouwman (2013) discuss platform competition
and means that competition mostly arises between closed platforms that internalize
network effects and uses intellectual property rights with the aim of becoming the
dominant player and keeping competitors outside of the market.
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Several studies have brought up how MSPs should acquire the various sides properly.
The most common problem in platform literature is the chicken-and-egg problem, a
paradox researcher’s use to discuss which side platform owners should acquire first.
According to Ott et al., (2018) you should not focus on both sides simultaneously rather
than only focus on the supply side initially. Rochet and Tirole (2003) further highlights
that the quest for “getting both sides onboard” makes no sense since price is the only
thing that matters and not for example, the decomposition between the user sides. In
practice, we suggest that one should focus on both sides simultaneously since they are
equally important for the value of the platform. In addition, previous literature does not
mention how to be able to focus on both sides in different stages of platform
development. Although there are suggestions on how to overcome the paradox by
focusing on one side only. For example, subsidizing one side makes it more favorable to
connect to the platform, which can boost the number of users on all sides (Caillaud &
Julien, 2003). According to Hagiu and Rothman (2016) companies should be careful
with boosting growth through subsidizing producers, since they may develop
requirements that prohibits the platform from reaching additional growth. There are
numerous examples on which side to charge more, for example, Rochet and Tirole
(2003) discuss price allocations and how they are influenced by factors such as platform
governance or the multi-homing cost for end users. However, apart from subsidizing,
previous theory does not mention how platforms should acquire users to encourage longterm retention. Although, Evans and Schmalensee (2017) argues that MSPs should focus
on acquiring the right users instead of just pushing for mass, because that will be more
beneficial for the strength of the network effects. Since MSPs in general are considered
matchmakers, the notation of attracting the right users are especially important if they
want to stay competitive. Sampler (2018) mentions the fact that only acting as a
matchmaker and charging for transactions can result in decreasing networks, since users
might start interacting without the platform if they don’t have to pay extra for the
intermediary service. For example, if a consumer finds a Uber-driver that fulfills their
needs, Uber must figure out how to still be a part of the transaction since the connection
can as easily appear without the platform. This is a general problem for MSPs, referred
3

to as disintermediation, which further highlights the importance understanding how to
retain users.
Even if previous literature has implied that platform businesses need to grow fast and
acquire an increasing number of users, there are still many companies that fail to compete
due to loss in users. Hagiu and Rothman (2016) argues that the business model for
platform companies gets exposed to more pressure than traditional ones due to
explosiveness in growth. Also, they further argue that companies should resist accelerating
growth before they find a suitable supply-demand fit. Tucker (2018) also underlines this
by saying that scale won’t be a competitive advantage if users can leave the platform
easily, even if the network effects are strong. This further implies that research on user
retention is necessary. Zhu, Li, Valavi and Iansiti (2018) highlights network structures as
a factor that can determine success on local or global markets. For example, they bring
up the differences between Uber and Airbnb where the latter has created higher barrier
to entry since they operate in a global marketplace which means that companies can’t
compete with Airbnb on a local market. Uber on the other hand has experienced
competition in local markets, which according to Zhu et al. (2018) is due to the fact that
their users will mostly use the platform in their home area, which weakens the network
effects on a global scale and makes it possible for domestic actors to take market share.
Uber has withdrawn its business from South-East Asia, out-competed by Grab, which is
most likely due to the fact that the number of mobile users from Uber-familiar markets
where not enough to establish itself. Previous research describes the role of network
structures when it comes to retaining users, however, it does not highlight how platforms
should act according to their given structure.
Based on the discussion above, this study will investigate what activities companies should
consider in the attempt to retain users, which will encourage stronger network effects on
their platform. This understanding is practically relevant for MSPs since the activities may
differ depending on the number of users present and which user group you are
approaching. Previous literature has discussed phenomena’s such as disintermediation,
multi-homing, and WTA-dynamic, what they are and how they affect the ability of not
4

being able to control and retain users on the platform (Rochet and Tirole (2003);
Eisenman, Parker and Van Alstyne (2006); Zhu and Iansiti (2012); Sampler (2018).
However, what previous studies has not investigated is what activities MSPs should
consider reducing the negative impact of these phenomena and thereby retain users.
Therefore, to address the practical challenge and lack of theoretical knowledge, the
purpose of this study is to increase the understanding of how MSPs could retain different

user groups on their platform. In order to reach the purpose of this study, the following
research questions has been formulated:
RQ 1: How could MSPs design their activities to retain users on the producer side(s)?
RQ 2: How could MSPs design their activities to retain users on the consumer side(s)?

5

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The following chapter will provide the theoretical foundation for explaining why
retention of users is important. Firstly, by presenting the development of MSPs,
highlighting the importance of strong and large networks. Secondly, by presenting the
different concepts that exists within literature on MSPs and “network effects” and their
role in retaining users. Lastly, a paragraph summarizing the identified gaps is presented.

2.1 Multisided platforms
The general concept of platforms is defined as “when two or more groups of agents

interacts via intermediaries” (Armstrong, 2006, p. 668). There are different ways of
denoting platforms depending in what contexts and which markets the concept is applied.
Examples of platform types in different industries are; shopping malls, newspapers,
payment cards and operative systems (Rochet & Tirole, 2003). These different platforms
could be divided into physical platforms (e.g. shopping malls) and digital platforms (e.g.
operative systems) (Frishammar, Cenamor, Cavalli-Björkman, Hernell & Carlsson,
2018). There are also different types depending on how many user groups that are
connected to a certain platform. Early research within the field of platforms mainly
focused on two-sided platforms which facilitates the interaction between two different
user groups (Rochet & Tirole, 2003; Caillaud & Jullien, 2003; Armstrong, 2006;
Muzellec, Ronteau & Lambkin, 2012). Many platforms today have developed from
facilitating interactions between two distinct user groups to more than two. An example
of that is LinkedIn which originally consisted of professionals and recruiters but now
developed into attracting additional sides such as advertisers, corporate users (e.g. HRdepartments), and application developers. As mentioned previously, recent research has
come to define these type of platforms as “technologies, products or services that create

value primarily by enabling direct interactions between two or more customers or
participant groups” (Hagiu, 2014, p. 71). When we use the term “platform” in this study
we refer to digital platforms consisting of two or more distinct user groups, i.e. digital
MSPs.
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To further understand the emergence of platform economy and the concept of MSPs,
we have decided to contrast that with the traditional concept of value chains, which is
defined as a ”system of interdepended value activities that is connected by linkage, where

linkage exists when the way in which one activity is performed affects the cost or
effectiveness of other activities” (Porter & Millar, 1985). According to McFarlane (1984)
information technology (IT) completely revolutionized the way companies performed
the activities in their value chain by taking advantage of information collected through
new technology. During the early 2000s when the IT-boom emerged, desktops and
smartphones was initiated, people found new smarter ways of interacting and companies’
new ways of creating value. One of the main reasons behind this shift was the ambition
to find novel ways to create and sustain competitive advantage. The traditional way of
creating competitive advantage is based on controlling scarce and valuable, ideally
inimitable, assets which is why traditional companies have invested heavily in assets such
as real estate and intellectual property (Van Alstyne, Parker & Choudary, 2016).
However, this is both expensive and risky, since barriers of imitation for these kinds of
assets are low. That was when platforms began to emerge, since the purpose of platforms
is to create economic value by facilitating and mitigating interactions between different
user groups (Muzellec, Ronteau & Lambkin, 2012; Van Alstyne et al., 2016; Evans &
Schmalensee, 2017), which generate strong competitive advantage.
According to Van Alstyne et al. (2016) platforms have existed for decades, such as
newspapers connecting subscribers and advertisers. They further highlight moving from
a traditional value chain to platform-based business model implies three key shifts. Firstly,
“resource control to orchestration”, which implies that companies have shifted from
creating value by controlling tangible and intangible assets to creating value by
orchestrating the network of producers and consumers. Secondly, “internal optimization
to external interaction”, meaning that companies instead of optimizing an internal chain
of product activities they create value by facilitating interactions between external
producers and consumers. Lastly, “customer value to ecosystem value”, which refer to
the shift from maximizing the lifetime value of individual customers to maximizing the
total value of an expanding ecosystem.
7

An example of a company that have transformed from a traditional value-chain business
model to platform model is Apple. Originally, they sold computers and iPhones but later
on combined that with the new distribution platform, App Store, that connects MacBook
and iPhone users with application developers. As for the Apple-case, the value created
by platforms are mainly based on reducing search and transaction costs for the users on
each sides of the platform (Hagiu, 2014). Another example is Airbnb who creates value
by reducing the time it takes for travelers to find places to rent but also for renters to find
tenants. Hagiu and Rothman (2016) have shown the power of platform business model
by contrasting Airbnb and traditional hotel chains. For example, Airbnb have managed
to reach a market cap of almost twice the size as Marriott hotel since its start. This clearly
shows the power of platforms compared to value-chains (Hagiu & Rothman, 2016). A
prerequisite for platforms to become successful is the ability to reduce search and
transaction costs. This is depended on how many users there are on each side of the
platform, and the more users the greater the possibility to reduce these costs, which in
theory is referred to as “network effects”.

2.2 Network Effects
A general definition of network effects is: “user benefits arising from compatibility among

different users, enabling them to interact or trade with other user or use the same
complementary products” (Lee, Song & Yang, 2016, p. 1632). Tucker (2019) highlights
their importance and argues that it is one of three sources of market power for digital
platforms, in addition to switching costs and lock-ins. She has further identified how
network effects could be strengthened through big data, while simultaneously avoiding
antitrust among users. Since the purpose with MSPs is to reduce search and transaction
costs for all sides, there must be a certain number of users on each side for the value to
exist. Not only is the platform dependent on users, but the users will also choose the
platform with the highest number of users (Cennamo & Santalo, 2013). Here is where
literature divides network effects into two different types; cross-sided network effects and

same-sided network effects, which has been studied separately in research. Although, in
reality, Evans and Schmalensee (2017) argues that when talking about network effects its
8

almost exclusively cross-sided network effects that is referred to. Which type of network
effect an MSP experience is not definite, and one could have both same-sided and crosssided network effects depending on how and with whom users’ interact (Zhu & Iansiti,
2019). A summary of state-of-the-art literature regarding network effects is presented
according to Table 1.

2.2.1 Same-sided Network Effects
Same-sided network effects is when user value increases with increasing number of users
on the same side, which is particularly true for social platforms such as Facebook or
Instagram (Cennamo and Santalo, 2013; Hagiu, 2014). A good example to describe samesided network effects is Facebook. The more friends one has in their network, the more
likely it is that additional friends will join the platform. Although, these social platforms
are challenged by low switching costs, since people usually create different networks
(Evans & Schmalensee, 2017). This means that one user can place equal value on several
different social platforms, which is dependent on the occasion, such as for their job, family
or old high-school friends. Whichever platform the most users within that network use
is the one that the network will choose, meaning that it is hard for social platforms to be
the only one. What previous research does not highlight is how platforms can work to
avoid these different networks that leads to low switching cost, and thereby low user
retention. When it comes to the precepted value of an MSP among users, CasadeusMasanell and Halaburda (2014) argues that MSPs should consider limiting the services or
products on the platform since that can help them overcome issues with low utility on
their platform, creating higher value for their users. Although, it is not their
recommendation to have as few applications or products as possible, since that would
directly affect the cross-sided network effects. This shows that it is a need for further
investigation into how companies can retain users by increasing the utilization of their
service offerings.

2.2.2 Cross-sided Network Effects
As mentioned above, Evans and Schmalensee (2017) means that network effects are
almost always referred to cross-sided network effects, which comes from Rochet and
9

Tiroles (2003) findings “[that] many, if not most markets with network externalities are

characterized by the presence of two [or more] distinct sides whose ultimate benefit stems
from interacting through a common platform” (p. 990). Taking Facebook as example
again, they are also affected by cross-sided network effects since the more users they have
the more advertisers will come. According to Evans and Schmalensee (2017) one should
not make the mistake to ignore the advertising side of a platform, which is easily forgotten
when talking about cross-sided network effects. That side is usually the one bringing
revenue to the company, since overcoming the chicken-and-egg-problem often includes
incentivizing producers and consumers (i.e. loss-leaders) (Hagiu, 2014). In addition,
Hagiu (2014) means that it is easier to overcome the chicken-and-egg-problem by
starting with fewer sides, but on the other hand, that will decrease the strength of crosssided network effects. In a market where there are low switching costs, it is likely that
cross-sided network effects also are low and therefore makes the market more quality
driven (Zhu & Iansiti, 2012). Taking the Google example again, they did win their
market share by superior algorithm, i.e. better quality. Increasing value through finding
the right matches will therefore be key to subtract value from the different sides (Evans
& Schmalensee, 2017; Sampler, 2018). This highlights the need to investigate what the
“right matches” are and what activities platforms should conduct to identify them.
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Table 1. Overview of previous research regarding strengthening network effects on multi sided platforms.

Author(s), Year, Key insights related to strengthening network Main difference to the scope
and Journal
effects
of this study
Rochet, J. & Tirole, J.
(2003).

Journal of European
Economic
Association.

Caillaud, B. & Jullien,
B. (2003).

RAND Journal of
Economics.

Zhu, F, & Iansiti, M.
(2012).

Strategic Management
Journal.
Hagiu, A.
(2014).

MIT Sloan
Management Review
Casadeus & Masanell
(2014).

Journal of Economics
&
Management Strategy
Hagiu & Wright,
(2015).

Management Science
Lee et al. (2016).

Strategic Management
Journal

Evans & Schmalensee.
(2017).

Regulation

Zhu, Li, Valavi &
Iansiti. (2018).

Harvard Business
School Technology &
Operations Mgt. Unit
Working Paper
Belleflamme & Peitz
(2019).

Journal of Economics
&
Management Strategy
Tucker, C. (2019).

Review of Industrial
Organization

Main contribution has been to derive formulas governing
the price structure in two-sided markets, and for different
governance structures. They conclude that, for example,
increased multihoming on the buyer side facilitate steering
towards sellers and results in a price structure favorable for
sellers.
They analyze a model of imperfect price competition
between intermediation service providers. Concludes that
there are advantages for intermediation providers open for
multi-homing since it moderates price competition,
reinforces market power and, profits. Further conclude that
subsidizing one side and profiting the other is a relevant
business strategy for intermediation companies.
Provides insights into market dynamics and shows that
incumbency and first mover advantage doesn’t work as a
competitive advantage in markets that are quality drive (i.e.
low switching costs).
Aimed to (1) identify the price and non-price strategic
instruments that multisided platforms have at their disposal,
(2) formulate strategic options for dealing with the chickenand-the-egg problem.
Argues that platform should be niche and don’t have too
much services in order to don’t lose money or keep
utilization.

Study pricing strategies to encourage
cross-sided network effects. Closely
related to literature on chicken-andegg-problem.

Identifies four factors for intermediaries to decide if they
should be a marketplace or reseller, which acts as a base for
strategic positioning.
Describes how network structures affects incumbency
advantage. They suggest that the degree of separation in
networks (i.e. hubs) will affect WTA-dynamic, the smaller
the degree the more likely it is that the market tips towards
a WTA-outcome. And vice versa.

Focusing on disintermediation, and
helps companies decide what they
should be.
Describes market dynamics and how
that affects network effects.
The study does not present activities
that prevents these events which
indicates that there is a need for
investigation.
Questions mass as a success factor
and means that it’s about the
matches. They do not mention how
and when these matches should be
made.
Shows how network clusters and
interconnectivity is related to
incumbent companies’ profit. Only
looking at price adjustments to
prevent entrants.

They point out three key points for network effects: 1).
Network effects are usually indirect, rather than direct. 2)
Network effects result comes from getting the right users,
not just more. 3) Network effects can work in reverse.
Divides network structures in platform markets in three
main categories to show how the strength of the network
effects is affected by geographical presence.

Explores how with-in group competition on the seller-side
effects the derived value from the intermediary. In WTA
settings, seller competition will decrease the total value of
the platform. Competing seller are likely to accept
exclusivity agreements, which can then relax the
competition.
Means that if a platforms primary purpose is to facilitate
data-sharing, then network effects can be data-driven.
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Main focus on pricing strategies
between matchmakers with indirect
network effects.

Studying the significance of indirect
network effects based on market
dynamic.
Focus on solving strategic challenges
such as pricing.
Studies how many services platforms
should contain in order to fully
utilize them.

Explains risks with producer side
which adds to our study as part of
platform competition factors.

Gives input on how platforms could
use data to increase trust. This will
be an important factor for our study,
since it can be related to retention
activities.

2.3 Concept related to platform retention
The following section present various concepts that is connected to network effects and
aspects platforms need to consider when developing their network. Also, it is described
how these concepts are related to retaining users and thereby strengthening network
effects.

2.3.1 Critical Mass
In research, the idea is that the platform with the strongest network effects will “tip the
market” in its favor, which is why the winner-take-all dynamic has appeared (Cennamo
& Santalo, 2013; Evans & Schmalensee, 2017; Ott et al. 2018). This is especially relevant
in markets where there is potential for monopolies, which is the case in examples like
Facebook and Airbnb. According to Van Alstyne et al. (2016) the larger the network
becomes, the higher the potential value becomes, which means that additional
participants will join. This is referred to as positive feedback loops, which are when
greater value generates more customers which generates more value (Van Alstyne et al.
2016). Eisenmann et al. (2006) adds to that by saying that value increases as the platform
matches demand from both sides. The critical mass is highly relevant into this matter
since it is the point where a network reaches the number of users so that it will attract
more user on its own, which is also something that companies can use to determine early
growth potential (McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017). Schoder (2000) further describes the
critical mass as the point that can be interpreted between the positive and negative returns
to adoption. This point is needed to be exceeded since the value and demand synergies
can only develop to a limited extent otherwise and is considered critical since fluctuations
can have a large effect on the overall development of the platform (Schoder, 2000). The
actual number of users necessary to reach the critical mass is an intangible and may differ
between markets, but MSPs will notice once someone has reached it since there will be
a fast-increase in number of users. Evans and Schmalensee (2017) argues that companies
should not only focus on getting a certain number of users but also finding the right ones,
really making sure that the different sides are a good match since density will trump scale.
In the same way as the feedback loop can be positive for the platform, only achieving
mass without the right matches can lead to decrease of users, which is referred to as
12

negative feedback loops. This is something MSPs need to be aware of since loss of users
go equally fast when users start leaving the platform (Van Alstyne et al. 2016; Evans &
Schmalensee, 2017). We believe that the balance between mass and density lies
somewhere in between what theory describes, and that critical mass is still an important
phenomenon that companies need to have in mind. Although, there is limited insight
into which activities that are necessary in relation to the actual number of users. We
believe that further investigation into what activities to conduct relative critical mass will
increase the chances of reaching that point and also long-term success.

2.3.2 Lock-in & Switching cost
According to Sampler (2018) the role of platforms is not limited to matchmaking between
its sides, but also minimizing the risk among its users. Since the MSP owner is in control
of the market it needs to eliminate risk factors such as loss in future income for producers
and availability of producers among consumers, which can help them in their strive to
ensure positive feedback loops. Many platforms have decreased some of the risk by
enabling the producers and consumers to review each other, increasing the willingness
to behave properly (Sampler, 2018). Some platforms have also experienced within group
competition, meaning that producers see each other as competitors which needs to be
managed to encourage same-sided network effects (Belleflamme & Peitz, 2019). Another
risk with being a matchmaker is that consumers and producers have the option of making
the exchange directly with each other, which is called disintermediation (Hagiu &
Wright, 2015; Zhu & Iansiti, 2019). This phenomenon has been seen in platforms
facilitating services, where a consumer that is satisfied with the service most likely will
contact the same person again, but without the platform.
There are some suggestions in theory on how to avoid disintermediation, for example,
Ott et al. (2018) talks about seller stickiness, which means that a company tries to keep
the supply side by favoring them or locking them in to the platform. By doing this, the
MSP creates higher barriers to entry for competitors since they increase the switching
costs (Hagiu, 2014). Airbnb for example, has created seller stickiness by helping their
users build up a strong reputation which can mean that they can earn more money or
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achieve higher occupancy. All these methods have the goal of strengthening and uphold
the relations with supply side, and the authors argues that companies have to learn how
to attract supply side and get them to stick since that will enable them to raise the entry
barrier even further (Ott et al. 2018). It is important for companies to create these lockins since it can help them to keep users and ensure that all sides derive value from the
platform, since they could otherwise leave (Hagiu & Rothman, 2016). The usage of lockins and switching cost as competitive advantage has also been seen to retain users on
MSPs, where one of the most obvious examples is Apples iTunes Store. They had created
strong network effects and lock-ins through their library function where consumers could
store their favorite music and create playlists (Tucker, 2018). This showed to be only
short-term advantage since Spotify made it possible to stream any music at any time,
almost anywhere which made iTunes library less relevant.
Creating lock-ins like the one Apple did in the example above is applied to prevent users
from using several platforms, since it increases the switching cost. Using more than one
platform is a phenomenon called multi-homing and appears when consumers or
producers connect with several platforms, which usually happens when the cost of
adopting an additional platform is considered low i.e. low switching cost (Hagiu &
Rothman, 2016). According to Rochet and Tirole (2003), markets where the
determination of multihoming is hard increases competition between platforms. For
example, in rail-hailing industry both consumers and drivers use several platforms to
compare prices and waiting times to optimize their own interest. In markets where that
is possible, companies may choose to find new ways of locking in their users in there
strive to become the dominant platform, increasing the cost of using more than one
platform to create a WTA-outcome (McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017, Rossotto et al. 2018).
Uber and Lyft for example, has both created loyalty programs in which the users can get
bonuses when completing a certain number of rides (Hagiu & Rothman, 2016).
Multihoming can exist on all sides of the platform at the same time which means that
platform owners need to be aware of competition on each side before making strategic
decisions on either of them, since multihoming on one side can intensify price
competition on the other side (Rochet & Tirole, 2003). Thus, multihoming directly
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affects the strength of the network surrounding the network and needs to be dealt with
accordingly (McIntyre & Srinivasan, 2017). Disintermediation and multihoming are
important concepts to consider when building platforms and retaining users. Previous
research show that creating high switching costs and lock-ins are vital to prevent those
from happening. Although, previous research does not highlight is what MSPs should do
in the attempt of increasing switching costs and lock-ins, especially depended on what
platform side (i.e. producer and consumer) you are working to retain.

2.3.3 Envelopment & Network Structures
What Spotify managed to do when they broke down iTunes lock-ins is in literature
referred to as envelopment, which is when a platform manages to take over networks
due to superior and overlapping functionality compared to existing platforms
(Eisenmann, Parker & Van Alstyne, 2011). This kind of strategy can be necessary for new
entrants in order to overcome entry barriers that exists in a market. Usually, these
situations appear when a large platform takes over a smaller one since they can offer
additional value by offering more features (Zhu et al. 2018). Biglaiser, Calvano and
Crémer (2019) describes that incumbent companies have an advantage towards new
entrants since customers can feel that it is difficult to join another platform even if the
entrant has a better interface. This is true when the service offer is similar, and according
to Eisenmann et al. (2011) a new entrant must offer a revolutionary functionality to tear
down entry barriers. Evans and Schmalensee (2002) has described these scenarios as
sequential WTA-battles, where new platforms replaces old ones. Even if a dominant
platform has strong network effects and high switching costs, they are still vulnerable to
envelopment attacks by entrants who managed to bundle their functionality with that of
its competitor (Eisenmann et al. 2011), meaning that the incumbent advantage might not
be as effective as thought. The authors give the example of Windows Media Player that
was included in the Windows operating system, which managed to envelop
RealNetworks media player due to the convenience of having a media player included
in a larger context (i.e. in the operating system). This is related to the structure of the
network, meaning that networks can be more exposed to the risk of multi-homing and
envelopment if they are fragmented into local clusters (Zhu & Iansiti, 2019). The authors
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mean that this is one important aspect for platforms that desire a sustainable growth in
addition to what Sampler (2018) mentions about risk handling for the users. If the
structures are concentrated to local markets there will be increased competition among
actors, compared to global actors who will maintain their positions easier. This goes in
line with what Cennamo and Santalo (2013) says about the possibility of multiple
platforms existing in the market at the same time, challenging the WTA-dynamic.
Envelopment and Network structures refers to size of the platform and global clusters,
and how these aspects may affect a network surrounding a platform. As previous research
mention, MSPs surrounded by networks with local clusters makes them more vulnerable
to competition compared to global ones. Therefore, further insight into how MSPs
should work with retaining users depending on the structure of their surrounding
network is needed, since that will help companies stay competitive long-term.

2.4 Summary of existing literature regarding user retention
Based on the theory above, here is what we do know and don’t know about concepts
related to user retention on both producer and consumer side. Firstly, there is a need for
further investigation into how companies can retain users by increasing the utilization of
their service offerings. In order to fulfill the role as a matchmaker, it’s obvious from
previous research that there is a need to get insights in to what “right matches” are and
what activities platforms should conduct to identify them. In addition, there is limited
insight into which activities that are necessary in relation to the actual number of users.
We believe that further investigation into what activities to conduct relative critical mass
will increase the chances of reaching that point and also long-term success.
Disintermediation and multihoming are important concepts to consider when building
platforms and retain users. Previous research show that creating high switching costs and
lock-ins are vital to prevent those from happening. Although, previous research does not
highlight is what MSPs should do in the attempt of increasing switching costs and lockins, especially depended on what user group (i.e. producer and consumer) you aim to
retain. Lastly, envelopment and network structures refer to size of the platform and global
clusters, and how these aspects may affect a network surrounding a platform. As previous
research mention, MSPs surrounded by networks with local clusters becomes more
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vulnerable to competition compared to global ones. Therefore, further insight into how
MSPs should work with retaining users depending on the structure of their surrounding
network is needed, since that will help companies stay competitive long-term. Therefore,
this study explores how MSPs can retain users by conducting a single case study, to
identify important activities in the process of building MSPs. This will help them stay
competitive in the long-run.
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3. METHOD
This section describes what strategy that has been used to reach the purpose of this study,
a brief explanation of the case company and why they have been selected, and how data
have been collected and analyzed. Lastly, how we have measured and reassured the
quality of the study.

3.1 Research approach and strategy
This study is built on an abductive research approach which implies that we could
iteratively transfer between theory and empirical data (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). This
enabled us to simultaneously develop our understanding of previous theory and empirical
phenomena regarding activities to retain users in order to progressively direct and redirect
the theoretical framework and empirical observations. Since the purpose of the study is
to contribute with further understanding on how to retain users on MSPs, a single case
study was adopted on an MSP in South-East Asia. According to Yin (1994) case studies
are specifically useful when you want to achieve a rich, empirical description of particular
instances of a phenomenon, which is the case for us since we want to gain deep insight
in certain aspects concerning activities regarding how to retain users from different user
groups. In addition, three confirmatory interviews were conducted with people having
experience from working in three different and well-known MSPs, to validate and
possibly expand the result from the case study.

3.2 Case Selection
The case involves a tech company, hereby referred to as Company A, founded in 2013
working within the healthcare industry in South-East Asia. They have 110 employees
and their main platform consist of an application with the purpose of improving maternal
and child health. It has around 300 000 users allocated on four different user-groups, one
consumer group and three producer groups. The selection of case company was based
on two criteria. Firstly, it had to fit in to the definition of an MSP by connecting at least
two user groups. Secondly, it had to actively work with encouraging same-sided and
cross-sided network effects.
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The companies, from which the respondents in the three complimentary interviews
worked, was selected based on the same criteria as for the case company. Company B
that was represented in the first complimentary interview (I13), was launched in 2012
and is a digital online e-commerce marketplace in South-Asia. It has more than five
million users allocated on 4 different user groups, one consumer group and 3 producers.
The company (Company C) from the second complimentary interview (I14) was
founded in 2010 and started out as a ride-hailing platform but have developed into
providing on-demand transport and lifestyle services across South-East Asia. The platform
is according to the respondent “one of the most complex marketplaces worldwide” and
has more than 50 million users allocated on at least 4 distinct user groups, three producers
and one consumer. Company D which the respondent from the last of the
complimentary interview (I15) represented is originally a ride-hailing platform that has
transformed into a company acting in transportation industry. It was founded in 2009
and has approximately 110 million users around the world allocated on four different
groups, three producers and one consumer. An overview of the companies is presented
according to Table 2 below.
Table 2. Overview of case company and companies from complimentary interviews
Case company
Company A

Company
complimentary
interviews

Industry
Healthcare
industry

Industry

Company B

E-commerce

Company C

Transportation
and lifestyle
Transportation

Company D

Number of user-sides
One consumer, three
producers

Number of user-sides
One consumer, three
producers
One consumer, three
producers
One consumer, three
producers
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Number of
users
Approx.
000

300

Number of
users

Number of
Employees
Approx. 110

Number of
Employees

Revenue
(2018)
Approx. $8,5M

Revenue
(2018)

Approx. 5M

Approx. 230

Approx. 50M

Approx. 3000

Approx. $20M

Approx. 110M

Approx. 22 000

Approx. $11.3B

-

3.3 Data Collection
The data were collected through 15 face-to-face interviews during the 3 months period
from February to April 2019. The interviews were divided in three phases; exploratory,

in-depth and confirmation phase. Initially, the exploratory phase were conducted because
(1) it helped us confirm and refine the purpose of the study and especially the practical
relevance, (2) provided increased contextual understanding which supported us in
deciding upon the future time plan of the study and formulating research questions, and
(3) directed us in deciding upon on a case company that fit into our requirements of the
study. The exploratory interviews were unstructured since we, in contrast to the in-depth
interviews, didn’t use an interview guide but rather asked question based on our
knowledge from previous literature. This phase was mainly conducted during the first
month of data collection.
The exploratory phase was followed up by in-depth semi-structured interviews with the
purpose of getting to understand how platform companies over time worked with
retaining users. A semi-structured interview approach was appropriate since it enabled us
to prepare certain questions but being able to be flexible to the situations and follow up
questions to make sure that we deepened the answers regarding interesting matters (David
& Sutton, 2011). The questions were based on a brief interview guide (Appendix 1)
which was adapted depending on the role of the respondent. For example, when
interviewing the managing director of Company A (I8) we designed the questions to a
more strategic level compared to interviewing the ethnographer (I11) where we directed
the questions more on how they worked operational with retaining users. To identify
interview respondents, a snowball approach was applied based on discussions with a
contact person at the case company, since that enabled us to get in touch with individuals
that we perceived had the knowledge and experience regarding how they worked with
retaining users (David & Sutton, 2011). The respondents held positions on different levels
within the case company (such as managing direct, program manager, and ethnographer)
but all had previous experience of working with network effects either strategic or
operational. This gave different perspectives on how they worked with retaining users.
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All in-depth interviews were ranging in between 50 to 90 minutes and recorded and
transcribed word-by-word.
In the confirmatory phase we wanted to validate and expand our results from the case
study with three additional interviews. These were done with individuals that had
previous experience from working with network effects on three well-known multisided
platforms. As with the in-depth interviews, these ranged in between 45 to 90 minutes
and were also recorded and transcribed word-by-word. An overview of the interviews is
presented according to Table 3.

Table 3. Overviews of interviewed respondents
ID

Company

Representative of the company

Phase 1: Exploratory interviews
I1 Lychee Ventures Business Developer
I2 Lychee Ventures Managing Director
I3 Company A
Managing Director
I4 Company A
Engineering Manager
I5 Company A
Engineering Manager
I6 Jobnet
Managing Director
I7 Company D
General Manager
Phase 2: In-depth interviews
I8 Company A
Engineering Manager
I9 Company A
Business Developing Director
I10 Company A
Program Manager
I11 Company A
Ethnographer
I12 Company A
Managing Director
Phase 3: Confirmation interviews
I13 Company B
Managing Director
I14 Company C
Senior Vice President
I15 Company D
General Manager
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Date

Duration
(min)

Type

2019-02-10
2019-02-15
2019-03-01
2019-03-01
2019-03-21
2019-03-21
2019-03-28

60 min
60 min
45 min
45 min
45 min
75 min
90 min

F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F

2019-03-21
2019-03-21
2019-03-22
2019-03-22
2019-03-25

50 min
60 min
60 min
50 min
60 min

F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F
F2F

2019-04-03
2019-04-08
2019-04-10

90 min
50 min
45 min

F2F
F2F
F2F

3.4 Data Analysis
To analyze the collected data, we applied thematic analysis, which is a method for
identifying, analyzing and reporting themes within data (Braun and Clarke, 2006).
Through its theoretical freedom, it provides a flexible and useful research tool that can
potentially generate a rich and detailed account of data (Braun and Clarke, 2006), which
is consistent with our explanatory case study approach. To obtain some kind of structure
in this otherwise flexible method, we have adapted the analysis process proposed by
Braun and Clarke (2006), which in our case consists of the following five phases:
Phase 1: Familiarize yourself with the data
Phase 2: Generating initial codes
Phase 3: Searching for categories themes
Phase 4: Reviewing, defining and naming themes
Phases 5: Producing the report
The analysis was based on the data collected from the in-depth and confirmatory
interviews in the second and third phase of data collection, since the main purpose with
these interviews were to bring us closer to fulfill the purpose of this study. In contrast,
the data from the first phase was rather to prepare for the in-depth and confirmatory
interviews. Therefore, the thematic analysis was not applied based on this data. During
the process of analysis, phase 2-4 was continuously iterated to increase the possibility of
that no important information was left out of consideration.

3.4.1 Phase 1: Familiarize yourself with the data
The familiarization of data already began during the data collection phase and between
the interviews when the information was discussed and reflected upon. When the second
phase of interviews were finished, we began transcribing the recorded interviews to get
an overview of the breadth and depth of the information. When all transcriptions were
made, they were read through to correct potential misspelling and also to format the
transcription in way that mitigated the future process of coding, for example, marking
out who said what and increasing the line-space. The transcription was then read through
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individually and repeatedly with the RQs in mind, to obtain a general understanding of
how the case company and individual respondents worked with retaining users from
different user groups. During the reading, individual notes were taken from each
transcription, on interesting content relative the RQs and to keep preliminary ideas for
future codes, categories and themes.

3.4.2 Phase 2: Generating initial codes
During the coding phase, the transcriptions was read through again more carefully and
statements that seemed related to retaining users were marked. Coding and recoding were
made individually by color-highlighting and taking notes. Different colors were used
based on if statements from the respondents were directed towards the producer side
(RQ1) or consumer side (RQ2) of the platform. The individual coding was conducted
repeatedly to reduce the risk of missing out on interesting elements in each transcription.
When the individual coding was completed, statements and notes where jointly discussed
and conveyed to an excel document where they were clustered into codes. This process
was iterated until we felt satisfied with the formulated codes. Simultaneously, the codes
where separated according to each of the two RQs, meaning that data connected to
retaining producers (RQ1) were separated in one chunk and retaining consumers (RQ2)
in another. For example, “Focus on the user group who contributes to the most viable

product” and “Establish producer events” were two codes related to the producer side
(RQ1) whereas “Establish referral system” and “Work with user testing” was related to
the consumer side (RQ2). A similar partition of separating data related to each RQ was
made throughout the rest of the analysis, since that was logic relative the structure of an
MSP and because there was a clear distinction in how the respondents approached the
different user groups. The partition of the data is illustrated according to the two-sided
thematic map in Figure 1.

3.4.3 Phase 3: Searching for categories and themes
When the initial coding was made and a list of codes extracted, the process of clustering
codes into more general categories and themes was initiated. This was made by discussing
similarities and differences between the codes, how they were intercorrelated and, by
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creating a thematic map, grouping codes into categories and themes. During this process,
the analysis was conducted iteratively by revisiting the interview data and reviewing the
existing theory simultaneously to ensure that connected codes were clustered into
overarching categories related to theory. For example, “Establish loyalty -program”,

“Create financial incentives” and “Increase switching cost by broaden value proposition”
were categorized into “Consumer Lock-in” which reflects the existing theory regarding
how to create network stickiness, which later on constituted a theme. Codes that seemed
relevant but were difficult to fit into a category or theme were grouped in a “restcategory” to be able to re-analyze if it seemed relevant in later stages of the study.

3.4.4 Phase 4: Reviewing and naming categories and themes
In the fourth phase, the process of reviewing codes, categories the themes started. We
began with checking if the codes included in each category were connected and not
overlapping with codes in other categories, also that they reflected the data from which
they were defined. Furthermore, existing literature were taking into account when
naming and clustering categories into overarching themes. For example, “Target high-

value consumers” and “Consumer lock-in” were concluded into “Consumer Stickiness
Activities” since they constituted activities regarding how to make consumers stick to the
platform network.

3.4.5 Phases 5: Producing the report
In the last phase, themes were aligned with the research questions and specifically
presented in a way to fulfill the purpose of the study. This last phase of the data analysis
resulted in a finalized thematic map, see Figure 1. The design of the thematic map was
refined and acted as a foundation for producing the report.
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3.5 Quality Improvement Measures
The quality of this study has been evaluated according to the four measurements:

credibility, conformability, transferability and dependability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). To
reassure the credibility of this study, i.e. that the empirical data really reflected the reality
(Shenton, 2004), we firstly interviewed respondents at different positions in the case
company (e.g. managing director, engineering manager, ethnographer). This enabled us
to get a holistic understanding of the research problem and to compare the respondent’s
different perspectives in the data analysis. Secondly, we complemented the case-study
with complementary interviews to validate the case-study data and further ensure
credibility. Lastly, all interviews were initiated with defining keywords such as “network

effects” and “MSP” to make sure that us and the respondents defined terms similarly.
To enhance the conformability, make sure that the findings were based on what the
respondents have expressed and not the preferences from us (Shenton, 2004), all
interviews were recorded and transcribed literally and coding were based on what they
said rather than what we interpret that they said.
Since the study is based on a single-case study and confirmatory interviews with platforms
acting in four different industries in a specific geographic market, the transferability of
this study is limited, i.e. the extent of which the findings could be generalized and applied
in other situations (Shenton, 2004). To increase the transferability, we have provided a
thorough description of the different MSPs from where the data was collected and also
in what markets they were acting.
Lastly, to encourage dependability, i.e. that the study could be repeated without any
serious complications and conclude in a similar result (Shenton, 2004), we have strived
towards high transparency in all stages of the research process. For example, by presenting
the interview guide (see Appendix 1) that was used and a detailed description in how the
data was analyzed.
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Codes (P)

Categories (P)

Themes (P)

Themes (C)

RQ 1: How could MSPs design their activities to retain users on the producer side(s)?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Attract key producers
Balance the number of producers relative
consumers
Avoid sub optimization among user groups
Focus on the user group that contributes to
the most viable product

Training and education during onboarding
process
Establish producer events
Demonstrate impact for each producer

Use monetary incentives
Offer additional value other than network
availability
Easiness for producers to interact with the
platform

Reduce sense of competition among
producers
Encourage relationship between producers

Utilize existing networks to reach end
consumer
Establish partnerships to improve value
delivery

Ability to personalize producer
experience
Reduce platform imitability to increase
barriers to entry
Expand value for multiple sides

Categories (C)

Codes (C)

RQ 2: How could MSPs design their activities to retain users on the consumer side(s)?
•
•
•
•

Conduct interviews and focus groups
Work with user testing
Collect and analyze big data
Establish measurements and KPIs

Consumer
Acquisition

•

Establish personal relationship and
trust through inhouse distribution
Establish referral system

Target high-value
consumers

•
•

Target key markets
Create traction through key
consumers

•
•
•

Establish loyalty-program
Create financial incentives
Increase switching cost by broaden
value proposition

•

Deliver value by building a
personalized “storyline”
Use push notifications
Encourage interactions between
consumers
Create appealing user interface

Understand
Consumer Behavior

Producer
Acquisition
Producer Relationship
Activities

Consumer
Relationship Activities

Building Trust

Producer Lock-in
Consumer Stickiness
Activities

Producer Stickiness
Activities

Consumer Lock-in

•

Create
Community

Create Engaging
Experience

Third party
interaction

•
•
•

Platform Ecosystem
Activities
Long-term
strategy

Value Management
Activities
•

Figure 1. Finalized thematic map
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Consumer Value

•
•

Increase Life-Time-Value by scaling
value delivery
Create convenience
Compete with low cost and price

4. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
This section presents the findings from the analysis of the collected data, which aims to
fulfill the purpose of “increase the understanding of how MSPs could retain different user

groups on the platform”. The results will be presented according to the research questions
and therefore is divided into producer and consumer. Differences between findings and
previous literature is discussed, and which activities that should be applied in stages
relative critical mass and between the two sides. To visualize the results, a framework is
developed, showing activities for user retention on MSPs. The framework is shown in
Figure 2.

4.1 Retaining producers
Empirical findings regarding retention activities will be presented for the producer side
of an MSP below and will be compared to the progress relative critical mass. This section
will handle findings to answer RQ1. The three identified themes are Producer
Relationship Activities, Producer Stickiness Activities and Platform Ecosystem Activities,
which is seen in Figure 1.

4.1.1 Producer Relationship Activities
Following the process of creating retention on MSPs, two categories where identified in
building producer relationships; Producer Acquisition and Building Trust. In Table 4 and
5 below, the step-by-step analysis is presented to explain how those categories emerged.
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Table 4. Summary of statements and codes for Producer Acquisition
Int.
I9

I13

I15

I15

I9

I11
I13

I15

Representative statements

Code(P)

“Targeting key influences? Absolutely, and it’s something we are always doing
and so we will attend all these workshops like a, we go to events where the
director of the department of social welfare is, because we know that he
oversees the cash transfer programs, so of course you are always aiming for
that”
“We do kind of a divide between key accounts and non-key accounts….
These top sellers are either important for us... These are those we call key
accounts because of the volume of sales or value”
” if we acquire producers too slowly, then there would be too few producers
which would further erode the experience for the producers… Suddenly
when you as a consumer is requesting a producer you are really far away. So
that actually make the experience for the producer even worse. At [Company
F] we call this particular experience an "upside-down trip"”
” So, thinking about the producers we would need to acquire them in a
particular fashion in so far that it was not too many, because what would
happen if there was too many, the amount that they would earn every hour
would go down materially.”
“A clear example is that we don’t advertise breast milk formulas substitutes on
Company A. They would pay us a lot of money to advertise it, but we have
advertising guidelines of which we would send to potential advertisers or advert
product to PSI, to their doctors who will look at it and they'll say okay this
goes against our advice, we can’t advertise that”
“…when I interact with the partners, I like hearing what they wish and try to
bridge the gap between what they want and what the consumers want”
” Because long term, many people do not think shipping revenue is one of our
biggest revenue streams”
“…when we would launch the platform in new markets it was always essential
to get the producer side of the platform first”

Category(P)

Attract key
producers

Balance
number of
producer’s
relative
consumers

Producer
Acquisition

Avoid suboptimization
among user
groups
Focus on
the user
group that
contributes
to the most
viable
product

Producer Acquisition sets the prerequisite for the outcome of the platform and are
therefore important for early development and future outcomes. Previous literature is
often referring to the chicken-and-egg-problem. Although, many of the respondents
agreed that in order to bring in consumers the important thing to do is develop a viable

product. Some respondents (I14, I13) had a clear understanding of which side to attract
first to provide a viable of product, which therefore points to the fact that the chickenand-egg-problem might not be as present as mentioned in theory. In addition,
respondents describe the importance of finding the key producers, meaning the ones who
would provide immediate impact for the platform. This phenomenon can be interpreted
as the opposite towards consumer side, where key consumers should be tracked in later
stages of MSP development. Another difference to consumer side is that mass is not
equally important, but instead the importance lies within balancing the number of

producer’s relative consumers. As said by respondent (I15), one success factor is to balance
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the number of producers with mass from consumer side. This means that there is a ratio
indicating the number of consumers one producer can handle, which then can help MSPs
control the utilization of their producers. Controlling the capacity of producers will guide
the MSPs into taking the right decisions regarding subsidization or incentivization,
depending on which side that needs to be boosted in order to control the balance. Lastly,
in acquisition of producers, it’s important to avoid sub-optimization among user groups,
since that can change the willingness among users to be present on the platform. Making
decisions for the platform must be considered with all sides in mind, since the
matchmaking role requires keeping everyone satisfied. As a result, this shows that the
chicken-and-egg-problem might not be as present as theory mentions, or at least not as
important. MSPs need to start with the one side that contributes to the best product, and
then balance the numbers to a certain ratio. In the end, that will help the MSP to manage
cross-sided network effects more effectively.
Table 5. Summary of statements and codes for Building Trust
Int.
I12

I13

I13

I13
I8
I9

Representative statements

Code(P)

” The midwives need to be trained right. That is public health we have trained
the trainer staff so that is where… It is about training a bunch of health workers
from government and NGOs…”
“We have an online university where we have courses on how e-commerce
works, how to improve your sales, how to upload a product, all this stuff. They
get right away access to our back-end portal our website where you can upload
stuff and that things”
“We have opened an office there to attract sellers, they can drop of their and
ship it to their warehouse. So, we have done workshops, we do some events
with sellers as well. We hold a big seller event half a year ago to get some
awareness, we also hold smaller events with low-key sellers.”
” We don’t think we are good enough at it, but I think it is the workshops,
bringing these sellers together. We did this the first time in this five-star hotel
six months ago and we saw a positive reaction "Oh you are also here" because
many of these people know each other in these communities”
“Producers are naturally easier to connect because they want to deliver value”
”And then you have to show the impact, so you know we promise them that
20 000 people would read about housing and land rights in […], so the fact is
can we then demonstrate it and can we find a way to make sure that that many
people read it and you know can we problem solve. We find 5000 people read
it, so how do we improve that, how do we change it”

Category(P)

Training &
Education
during
onboarding
process

Establish
producer
events

Building Trust

Demonstrate
impact for
producers

The other identified category is the importance of Building Trust, which in practice
means that MSPs should develop personal relationships with producers. Especially those
respondents whose platforms are dependent of producer content should focus more on
relationship building, which might include training and education of systems or act as
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support in business development. According to one of the respondents (I13), that has
been seen to help MSPs keep their producers over time and will be key for creating
stickiness in later stages since it builds trust between the MSP and producer. They are
solving that by hosting producer events which also is a part of building trust. Other
respondents (I13, I15) described similar activities and how they helped smaller producers
with the capacity to grow their business, in order to create a win-win situation, and
leverage in later stages when the small producers has grown and earns more money.
Another way of building trust is showing the impact for producers, which in early stages
will help convincing producers to stay. It is key for MSPs to monetize on their business,
which many respondents underline as one of the most important factors for staying
competitive long-term. In sum, building trust with producers is important in the early
stage, since that can encourage long-term retention.

” They will be very busy [the small noodles shop], and they have no effective way of
growing their business. We grow these smaller businesses in Indonesia too. It creates a
wonderful story about micro-entrepreneurship” – I14
“…improved
the business
through
point-of-sale and has given them advertisements
4.1.2 Producer
Stickiness
Activities
which they had not otherwise had. That stickiness is big, really big. …as long as we
Acquisition
producers
present
for them
MSPs,
the we
second
theme
continue toofdrive
volumeistoalways
them and
offering
all although
those pieces,
will have
veryis
good retention” – I14.
focused on keeping producers in the development process of the platform. Two identified
categories are Producer Lock-in and Create Community, which is further described in the
” …we talk about this liquidity point, and how you hit that. How do you get the right
geographical
coverage
to keep
your
drivers are
busy,
andtothe
price available
following
section.
In theory,
these
activities
vital
stayright
competitive
and toforbeyour
able
customers?” – I14
to avoid multi-homing among producers.

“So, you know then you suddenly got a many multiple functions for different users
ehm, and I guess then the more people that comes on board the more effective it
becomes, and we just want so many people as possible” – I9
“You hear a lot about like, the importance of focus and the fewer the better. Whereas
our major advantage is diversification and width” – I14
“If you imagine you are running a transportation business, food business or wallet
business, those three different companies will acquire that customer three times, where
the biggest advantage [Company F] has is that the acquisition cost of a fraction, since
one consumer can be moved across all of these services” – I14
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Table 6. Summary of statements and codes for Producer Lock-in
Int. Representative statements
Code(P)
I13

I14

I9

I13

I14
I15

” For sellers we do it basically for free. So, we charge them a fee for 1%,
think of any company in the world, anyone have higher margin than 1%
so it’s extremely profitable for them”
“The second bit is the dollar… Even if this is like a thousand dollars per
hour, and this is a pain in the ass, still everyone is going to churn out
before they get there because it is too hard. I would say it is certainly
about HOW MUCH but importantly it is also HOW”
” So, what we have done is kind of built an army of freelancers which
companies can hire, we pay for it and the companies can use them….
This is how we get this absorbent machine going”
” Because if you have a platform you can easily copy it… But a logistics
network is not something you can build in one day and the capacity as
well. So that is also a barrier of entry and a competitive advantage”
”But again just saying use, just use one single app don’t build out many
multiple different apps that can’t talk to each other at least they need to
be able to talk to each other, don’t build new apps, build on top off it
instead”
” …we are not doing anything to lock people out of other apps, we are
trying to make it easier for customers to only want to use our app”

Category(P)

Use
monetary
incentives
Offer
additional
value other
than
network
availability

Producer Lock-in

Easiness for
producers to
interact with
the platform

Many of the respondents claimed that they were not interested in competing by Lockins, but instead competing with a quality product. Although, as previously mentioned by
(I13), it is a subsidized game and many of the platforms use monetary incentives to make
the producer stay. In the case of Company C, they were giving monetary incentives to
their producers by giving them the opportunity to earn more money through additional
services, which in this case is more than many of their competitors can offer. Company
D had a slightly similar strategy but tried to create stickiness among producers by offering

additional value outside the network itself, giving them additional quality of life instead,
such as paying for their medical checks. Both of these activities aim to make the producer
stick to the platform, which in the long-run will enhance same-sided and cross-sided
network effects. Lastly, another important aspect that helps MSPs keep producers is

easiness to interact with the platform, which means that the platform has to make sure
that the producer can be present without experiencing any troubles due to the product
itself, like for example losing money due to bad connectivity or not being able to contact
platform owners.
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Table 7. Summary of statements and codes for Create Community
Int. Representative statements
Code(P)
I14
I14
I13
I13

” So, the community levels in the producers is really strong. It is great
for a company or a platform manager when they are on side, but when
they are not, it is really tough”
“But I’d say in general platform has less of a community element on the
consumer side and more of a community element on producer side.”

Reduce
sense of
competition
among
producers

”So, I think making it more social and making it more of a living thing
for them I think really is the key”
”I think it is really key to keep the connection with but also between the
producers. Between them is also a bit risky because they can group
together and against us”

Encourage
relationship
between
producers

Category(P)

Create Community

Many respondents talk about that creating a community will help MSPs to retain
producers, since they can exchange ideas and meet new people which helps to build

relationships between producers. One problem that theory brings up is the risk of within group competition arising on the producer side (Belleflamme & Peitz, 2019).
Respondent (I13) talked about this and mentioned that they try to benefit from creating
a community in a way that they are actually decreasing the feeling of competition among

its producers, making that side even stronger. This helps MSPs to control same-sided and
cross-sided network effects, since taking care of the producers will provide better content
on the platform which then will give consumers a better product. As a result, same-sided
and cross-sided network effects seems to be more dependent on each other than theory
mentions. Control of same-sided network effects will directly affect the cross-sided as
long as they are connected to a certain ratio. Therefore, one recommendation is that
companies create communities where their producers can interact with each other in
order to encourage same-sided network effects.

4.1.3 Platform Ecosystem Activities
This section presents the third theme regarding retention of producers. In combination
with the two previous themes it will definitely help an MSP to stay competitive longer,
according to all of the respondents in the confirmatory wave (I13-15). These categories
turned out as Third-Party Interaction and Long-term Strategy.
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Table 8. Summary of statements and codes for Third-party interaction
Int.

Representative statements

Code(P)

I9

”Less money so we give them money, that they can use their
networks to get [our platform] out, so they use their staff
working on the ground they might be doing healthcare so
we will say okay, will you work in healthcare in rural
communities, we give you the app to use, give [our
platform] to another person. You refer [our platform]
basically, so we can use their network of staff as one, they
will give us funding as well, a lot of them will get [our
platform] into their programs and then also the might put us
on this content, they might put us in touch with other
organizations”

I13

“Because if we would go 100% on our own fleet it would
be to inefficient…”

I14
I10

I13

“And that’s the whole plot with the ecosystem is benefits.
It's a benefit and a risk.”
” ...we have a relation with Ministry of Health and Sports.
They allowed us to distribute [our platform] in all public
health facilities in […] and our distribution team go to
different hospitals in different parts of […]”
“If we did affiliates with download or porn websites it would
be low-quality traffic. We get a lot of traffic but no
conversion… Doing it via our partners helps a lot, we work
a lot with Telecoms, we have a good partnership with…”

Category(P)

Utilize
existing
networks
to reach
end
consumer
Third-party interaction

Establish
partnerships
to improve
value
delivered

All respondents talk about increased value offering as key for keeping customers longterm, which is similar to stickiness factors discussed above but different enough to be
separated. The first category, Third-Party Interaction is one way of creating convenience
and thereby retention among producers, which the MSP can find ways to take control
of. For example, Lee et al. (2016) talks about incumbency advantage when referring to
network structures and implies that the degrees of separation indicates the strength of a
network. Utilize existing networks would help MSPs reduce degrees of separation by
being a part of additional networks. This makes them more in control of their network
and able to manage cross-sided network effects. A respondent from one of the interviews
(I13) highlighted this by saying that it can be hard to be in control of all aspects of the
platform and searching for collaborations can therefore increase the efficiency of the MSP.
The other important aspect of this is establishing partnerships in order to improve value

delivered, which is highly related to the utilization of other networks with the difference
that this is more personal and win-win. Also, this could mean increasing the convenience
by, for example, adding payment methods that makes the experience even better. In
addition, two of the respondents (I10, I13) mentioned the benefits of being in a
partnership, for example the advantage of being able to cut costs by using each other as
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channels. Also, this can imply major advantages in terms of creating convenience for the
users, which according to almost all respondents is key for retention long-term.
Table 9. Summary of statements and codes for Long-term strategy
Int.
I13

I13

I10
I14
I12

I14

I14
I14

Representative statements

” …give the seller the option ‘do you want to take it, or do
you want to give it to your customer’ and eventually what
we see is that there are sellers that often take the cost for the
customers”
“So, for that we can provide an additional platform
simultaneously which basically do everything for them,
logistics, payments, marketing etc. So, they can make their
own store on our platform with their own link as well. They
can personalize it as they want.”
“…if we can do some kind of cash transfer from [the
platform] then it would be like another stream of revenue
where we could charge like the money transfer fees…”
“Globally it’s just going to go up, its cost per delivery gets
cheaper. Because you have all of these networks, drivers and
all of this kind of logistics”
”… I was influenced by Amazon and Google who are all
working with developing operational and they didn’t stop…
like Amazon Web Services is like their core revenue…”
“…now you can pay on Starbucks with your wallet, so it’s
gone from closed loop which a lot of pieces into this kind
of open loop so if you choose offline, and it’s now become
its own large valued business”
” Any on-demand service, it really spun up very aggressively
and it layered on top of a fintech company that does
payment solutions, so there is a wallet in it”
“I don’t think the ecosystem can sustain in many more than
two competitors. Because the network effects are too strong,
and the customer pain is too high”

Code(P)

Category(P)

Ability to
personalize
producer
experience
Reduce
platform
imitability
to increase
barriers to
entry

Long-term strategy

Expand
value for all
multiple
sides

Moving towards this ecosystem solution opens up for additional activities since it is
possible to take advantage of others core strengths. This calls for Long-term strategy
activities, where a first step is ability to personalize producer experience, which will be
key to keep producers. This can also be a part of increasing the barriers to entry, since
the platform will be mature enough to retain producers by offering them a quality
product. It was expressed in one of the interviews (I13) that adding logistics makes the
platform harder to imitate and outcompete. Also, adding such revenue stream increases
the chances of survival since building networks and encouraging network effects is costly.
This kind of structural solutions really makes it hard for other actors to take over the
market, at least short-term, which means that the MSP has time to prepare and adjust to
new competition. These adjustments should include expand value for multiple sides,
meaning additional services and increased utilization of producers. This will also decrease
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acquisition
cost,
the producers
use more
the company
” They will
be since
very busy
[the smallwill
noodles
shop],services,
and theymeaning
have no that
effective
way of

growing
their
business.
Wetogrow
smaller businesses in Indonesia too. It creates a
will
be even
more
prepared
scalethese
its business.
wonderful story about micro-entrepreneurship” – I14

“…improved the business through point-of-sale and has given them advertisements
which they had not otherwise had. That stickiness is big, really big. …as long as we
continue to drive volume to them and offering them all those pieces, we will have very
good retention” – I14.
…weatalk
about this
liquidity and
point,
and howstrategy
you hitwill
that.beHow
do you
get for
the MSPs
right
In” sum,
third-party
interaction
long-term
two key
aspects
geographical coverage to keep your drivers busy, and the right price available for your

since it will guide them into ecosystems
and actions
customers?”
– I14that will help them stay competitive
longer. Evans & Schmalensee (2002) describes sequential WTA-battles, which is

“So, youbyknow
then you
suddenly
gotsaying
a manythat
multiple
functionswill
for different
users to
confirmed
previous
statement
(I14)
an ecosystem
only be able
ehm, and I guess then the more people that comes on board the more effective it

handle two competitors
competition
is cyclical.
This further
becomes, andand
we that
just want
so many people
as possible”
– I9 shows the
importance of being prepared and having the capability to retain producers on the

“You hear a lot about like, the importance of focus and the fewer the better. Whereas
platform.
our major advantage is diversification and width” – I14

4.2 Retaining consumers
“If you imagine you are running a transportation business, food business or wallet
The
empirical
resulted
in threewill
overall
themes
for encouraging
consumer
business,
those analysis
three different
companies
acquire
that customer
three times,
where
the biggest
advantage
[Company
F] has is that
the acquisition
cost Consumer
of a fraction,
since
retention,
which
are divided
into Consumer
Relationship
Activities,
Stickiness
one consumer can be moved across all of these services” – I14
Activities and Value Management Activities. These are related to RQ2 and further
explained in the following section.

4.2.1 Consumer Relationship Activities
The empirical data shows that retaining users on MSPs is depended on establishing
personal relationships based on trust, convenience and cost efficiency. Since relations is
often is defined in the initial phase, acquisition and retention of consumers is well
connected as opposite to existing theory which mainly focus on the importance of
acquisition (Cennamo & Santalo, 2013). This could also be a reason for why respondents
repeatedly state that the foundation for retaining consumers is established in process of
acquiring them. Furthermore, the empirical data (I8) show that acquisition and retention
of consumers is more challenging than producers due to a larger user group. Two factors
for preparing consumer retention in the early phase of building the platform is to
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Understand Consumer Behavior and to sufficiently develop the process of Consumer
Acquisition.
Table 10. Summary of statements and codes for Understand Consumer Behaviors
Int.
I10

I11

I11
I12
I9
I14
I8
I14
I15

Representative statements

Code (C)

“It was like a year and a half ago when we hired ethnographers and now,
we have more bandwidth in terms of like the user testers are engaging with
the users. And based on those user testing reports we make the changes,
interview users and then we build the app”
“We should plant down huge resources initiatives to user research to get
user on board of the app in the beginning and all of the stages of iteration
of the app to make sure the consumers get what they want…”
“…we still design focus groups, but we far more go up to the park and just
show our prototype, it is the cheapest thing but probably not the best”
“Sometimes it feels like customers don't know what they want so I feel
like… until someone makes it and then you like "wow that is so cool and
then that is what I want"
…I mean we do user testing, ethnography. I mean I think it is quite
important…
“So, we are funding an RCT at the moment, that will tell us a lot. A
randomized control trial, yeah, when we see the results of that, which won’t
be for about two years from now, we will really have significant data”
“You can’t do it without machine learning. You need massive data and
rapid experimentation. The decision for how to handle customers that have
different experiences for the same price is totally based on the computer…
For heavy consumer focused tech industries, big data is the key for success”
“…how we measure app success at the moment is still end users. So, reach
you know, we have ads that we show to the end users and the main KPI is
clicks and views by end users. That is also what we present to the producers”
“Retention is critical, retention for us even has a funny meaning, which is
like "how do you consider, how do you split the difference of looking at
service line retention and platform retention?"
“So, for everyone producer we acquire them [producers] on average could
serve like 50 consumers…”

Category(C)

Conduct
interviews and
focus groups

Work with
user testing

Collect and
analyze big
data

Understand
Consumer
Behaviors

Establish
measurements
and KPIs

There is consensus among the respondents that Understand Consumer Behavior is
important to create engagement and continuously provide consumer value. Looking at
the organization of Company A, they have an ethnography team solely working with
understanding users, especially consumers, and how they can develop their platform to
provide consumer value “in every stage”. One thing that appeared between the lines was
the importance of having multiple methods to identify consumer behavior. We
interpreted it to depend on two reasons, (1) the need to understand both intrinsic and
explicit behavior and (2) to effectively being able to understand behavior in the process
of scaling the platform. Personal contact and conducting interviews and focus groups was
mentioned (I10) as sufficient in the early stage of platform building, when the number of
consumers is limited. This is not only to understand what they want and therefore be
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able to deliver personalized value, but also to establish consumer relationships and trust
that later on spreads through word-of-mouth. In addition, perform user testing is,
according to some respondents (I11), a way of understanding behavior that the consumers
can’t explain. As the number of consumers increases, the importance of analyzing

behavior through “big data” becomes more vital and also a key factor for successfully
scaling the platform in a later stage. A reason for why Company A did not work with big
data could be that they were relatively early in the process of scaling their platform and
had not, according themselves (I8-I12), reached their critical mass yet. Lastly, to establish

sufficient measurements and KPIs was frequently mentioned as important to be able to
monitor behavior and to understand consumer needs. Some of the KPIs mentioned were,
for example, measuring how many times per day consumers use different parts of the
platform and how often they return (I14), but also regarding the relation between
consumers and producers to balance the numbers between them (I15). This further
highlights the importance of developing KPIs that support the platform in how to
improve the “matches” between producers and consumers, which according to theory is
key to obtain value from the different sides (Evans & Schmalensee, 2017; Sampler, 2018).
Table 11. Summary of statements and codes for Consumer Acquisition
Int.
I8
I9

I13
I14
I9
I12

I13

Representative statements

Code(C)

“Establish word-of-mouth is important for retaining consumers and to
establish a personal relationship with and between consumers is important
to encourage word-of-mouth”
“…it still has to be very face-to-face, so though it is very costly it works
better if you want to retain them to become regular users, then you need
somebody human to introduce it and explain it”
“In e-commerce trust is an issue and trust are vital. That is why we try to
fight with the government… There are kind of sites which you don’t want
to be linked to because if you don’t trust us and e-commerce is something
new all this is not really good affiliation”
“…and if you trust the platform and enjoy it you will interact more”
“We incentivize them to share it so when somebody refers it you get [X
amount] in referral fees, so we definitely want them to refer to their own
networks, but there’s nothing about not using compared to this”
“…we caught a few of them "gaming" the app so some people are not
coming back. But we find that a small referral fee is working to incentivize
so yeah…”
“Yes, we try to promote them to try to bring friends. But on the consumer
side we don’t have it well enough, and we do it kind of manually. One cool
thing that is in the developing pipeline is "group buy", which we have in
Europe… No not good enough, for the customers I don’t understand why
we are not having it yet”

Category(C)

Establish
personal
relationship
and trust
through
inhouse
distribution
Consumer
Acquisition

Establish
referral
system

Furthermore, it is necessary to design the process of Consumer Acquisition in a way that
not only encourage initial attraction but also long-term retention. This was clearly stated
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in the interview with the Managing Director of Company A (I12) who said that the
onboarding process is where they lose most of their consumers. As for understanding
consumer behavior, acquiring consumers should be conducted differently depending on
how far you have come in platform development. When analyzing the empirical data,
we concluded that establish personal relationship and trust was important when acquiring
the consumers because that would increase the possibility of long-term retention. What
Company A did to establish trust and a personal relation was to work with an inhouse
distribution team that did with face-to-face distribution by approaching consumers and
showing prototypes of their platform and how it worked (I9). That was also a strategy
they used to spread the platform through word-of-mouth, since consumers then tell other
consumers about the platform. We think that this is exemplify how MSPs can work with
encouraging same-sided network effects. Since platforms tend to grow fast, we saw that
it was a challenge to efficiently scale and at the same time maintain the personal
relationship with the consumers. To be able to further scale the platform and increase the
numbers of users one need to complement personal acquisition with some kind of referral

system that incentivizes consumers to refer to others and thereby encourage same-sided
network effects. As mentioned before, it is vital to have a balance between the numbers
of consumers and producers to be able to improve “matches” between them two, create
a pleasant experience and thereby retain them long term. As a result, it is important to
have an adaptive referral system that is able to control in a way that you can get more or
less referrals and thereby balance the number of consumers relative producers.

4.2.2 Consumer Stickiness Activities
Target high-value consumers and Consumer Lock-in are two vital aspects to take in
consideration when making consumers stick to the platform. The following section
present different ways of encouraging consumer stickiness which is found significant for
retaining consumers.
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Table 12. Summary of statements and codes for Target high-value consumers
Int.
I12

I9

I12
I13

Representative statements

“Once you get a huge user base and a lot of money
the developing countries will adopt that. Like most
of Facebook’s users now are in developing countries
and they were like "those in rich countries are using
it"
“So, for them it’s really important to have that
network of referrals, people who has already used it,
and can refer themselves, like “Yeah, we know this
company we have used it, it’s good”
“It would be very interesting to see! We noticed a
lot of intra-competitive effects in the way that
townships look at what other townships are doing”
“You see that influencers are selling more right now,
so we try to get them onboard as well”

Code(C)

Category(C)

Target key markets

Target high-value
consumers
Create traction through
key consumers

Target high-value consumers was one thing that came out of analyzing the empirical data,
meaning that in a later stage of building the platform it is necessary to approach the “right
markets and consumers” in order to encourage retention. This seem to be present in later
stages of building MSPs since the beginning should more focused on scale in numbers of
consumers. An activity that was found in the empirical data was the importance of

targeting key markets to broaden the network and create the opportunity to find highvalue consumers that contributes with increased life-time value but also that encourage

” They will be very busy [the small noodles shop], and they have no effective way of

other
consumers
to join We
the grow
platform.
onebusinesses
of the interviews
(I12)too.
weItfound
growing
their business.
theseFrom
smaller
in Indonesia
createsthat
a

wonderful
story
abouttomicro-entrepreneurship”
– I14
Company A are targeting
key
markets
develop their user base and
to make consumers

return to their platform. This was further expressed in that attracting certain markets is

“…improved the business through point-of-sale and has given them advertisements

necessary
to find
geographical
coverage,
which
is highlighted
according
which they
hadthe
notright
otherwise
had. That
stickiness
is big,
really big. …as
long asto
wethe

continue to
drive volume to them and offering them all those pieces, we will have very
following
statement:
good retention” – I14.
” …we talk about this liquidity point, and how you hit that. How do you get the right
geographical coverage to keep your drivers busy, and the right price available for your
customers?” – I14
“So, you know then you suddenly got a many multiple functions for different users

In addition,
alsothen
found
through
key consumers
was another
ehm, and we
I guess
the that
morecreate
peopletraction
that comes
on board
the more effective
it
becomes,
and we
just to
want
many people
as possible”
– I9key consumers
activity to make
consumers
return
thesoplatform.
One reason
to why
are important is that it creates intra-competitive effects between them, since people

“You hear a lot about like, the importance of focus and the fewer the better. Whereas

follow others’ behavior
(I12).
One ofisthe
respondents and
(I13)width”
further– explained
how they
our major
advantage
diversification
I14
aimed to target influencers, which is an example of how to encourage same-sided
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“If you imagine you are running a transportation
business, food business or wallet

business, those three different companies will acquire that customer three times, where
the biggest advantage [Company F] has is that the acquisition cost of a fraction, since
one consumer can be moved across all of these services” – I14

network effects since some individuals influence more than others. Targeting high-value
consumers is clearly one way of striving towards tipping the market in your favor in order
to establish strong network effects and reach critical mass (Cennamo & Santalo, 2013;
Evans & Schmalensee, 2017; Ott et al. 2018).
Table 13. Summary of statements and codes for Consumer Lock-in
Int. Representative statements
I13

I15

I9

I13
I14

I9

I11
I14

Code(C)

“But I don’t understand how we don’t have a loyalty program into it,
we are doing it kind of manually, but you can’t scale it when you do it
manually... In order to kind of bring this loyalty and make the
retention go up”
“Yeah, super well-timed question! I think like two days ago, actually
go back, for the past like six or seven years at [Company D] consumers
and staff are crying out for a loyalty program and they announced it
two days ago!”
“But it’s also often part of the advert, say come here and you will get a
discount, then the discount becomes like a permanent discount for
[their platform] users, for as long as the relationship lasts. So, there is
certainly incentives to use [the platform]...”
“So shipping is our biggest revenue and also long term now we
leverage shipping cost on our customers, but we still haven’t
subsidizing it”
“If we look at app-usage in the last n-days, we have a variety of
experiments, treatments bot kind of communication-based and
promotion-based. To get people to keep using the app”
“When you bring in things like maternal cash transfers and birth
registrar, then its more required than desired, so we she has her birth
certificate she going to keep [Company A], if she receives her cash
transfer digitally, through a digital wallet through [Company A], then
she’s going to keep [Company A]”
“...but pregnancy doesn’t last forever, and that incentive instantly
drops off when people are not pregnant... that is why we put other
content for women's health to keep incentives up”
“But peer-to-peer transfer in the wallet will be the next big thing. I
think that will be massive”

Category(C)

Establish loyalty program

Create financial incentives
Consumer
Lock-in

Increase switching cost by
broaden value proposition

Another way of creating network stickiness is to establish Consumer lock-in, meaning
that one should find mechanisms that “forces” consumers to stay on the platform. Based
on the analysis we found that one way of creating lock-in is through establishing loyalty

programs, which is a long-term solution of rewarding consumers that return to the
platform. A reflection from analyzing the empirical data is that many respondents
mentioned advantages of having a loyalty program for retaining users and that it was
something they were about to apply to their platform (I15). Another way of creating
consumer lock-in is by using financial incentives, which in contrast to loyalty programs
is more short term, more directed to the early phase of acquiring mass of consumers.
Lastly, to broaden the value proposition was mentioned as method of establishing
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“…improved the business through point-of-sale and has given them advertisements
which they had not otherwise had. That stickiness is big, really big. …as long as we
continue to drive volume to them and offering them all those pieces, we will have very
good retention” – I14.
wasthis
expressed
oneand
of how
the respondents
to the
”retention
…we talkand
about
liquidity by
point,
you hit that.according
How do you
get following
the right
geographical
coverage to keep your drivers busy, and the right price available for your
statement:
customers?” – I14

“So, you know then you suddenly got a many multiple functions for different users
ehm, and I guess then the more people that comes on board the more effective it
becomes, and we just want so many people as possible” – I9
“You hear a lot about like, the importance of focus and the fewer the better. Whereas
It was further our
highlighted
in one ofis diversification
the complementary
interviews
major advantage
and width”
– I14(I14), where the
respondent expressed that when their platform applied a wallet, it basically “forced”

“If you imagine
are running
business
or wallet
consumers
to stickyou
to their
platform.a transportation
This is aligned business,
with the food
previous
statements
which

business, those three different companies will acquire that customer three times, where
express
thatadvantage
platforms [Company
should strive
to become
market leader
orchestrate
the
biggest
F] has
is that thetheacquisition
cost ofthat
a fraction,
sincethe
one consumer can be moved across all of these services” – I14
complete ecosystem.

4.2.3 Value Management Activities
When the consumers are onboard, the analysis of empirical data shows that it is necessary
to maximize the value delivered to create engagement and user retention. Create
Engaging Experience and Consumer Value are two things to be able to manage consumer
value to retain users.
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Table 14. Summary of statements and codes for Create Engaging Experience
Int.
I8
I10
I13
I9
I12
I8

I10
I14
I8
I11
I13

Representative statements

“Yes, so we have these timed messages according to pregnancy stage. So,
when the pregnancy progresses you get different information…”
“Probably, "okay like this is the article of the day and it is the fifth week of
pregnancy and this is all you need to know" giving them tasks that are
specific and also fun and engaging…”
“So, my goal for the team is that it should be fun for the customers to come
back every day. There should be something new every day”
“…more of like “oh why don’t you go and look at this little badge, and
your nutrition knowledge is half way so why don’t you look at this video
and improve it a bit more, like “ding ding ding” that kind of thing”
“I think it creating a cycle like every day you get a message related to where
you are in your pregnancy”
“So, there is a new functionality that we are testing at the moment, it is a
chat-functionality so you have a chat room where you can ask, ‘I have this
and this problem, how did others handle that?’… So that is a function where
you can get added value in addition to our content”
“…other apps that are more niched, to see what they are doing to bring the
users back and I think it’s probably the buzzword right now…Gamification,
you have to make it super-fun and super-short”
“For our lower engaged users, how do we move them cross services.
Deepen their experience, for some of that will be discounts, some of that
will be through gamification”
“And the second part is which is really important in this country is the user
interface, so people need to understand what the app does. And being user
friendly is probably even more important here than other parts of the world,
I guess”
“The first thing to retain users is making a simple and engaging user
interface that fits the [country's] context”
“So, e-commerce in Asia is much more social than in Europe. In Europe
time is our most essential things. But here in Asia people don’t mind
scrolling through an app for hours. Also, if you look at the apps it is one big
"color fest", it is full of colors”

Code(C)

Category(C)

Deliver value
by building a
personalized
“storyline”

Use push
notifications

Encourage
interaction
between
consumers

Create Engaging
Experience

Create
appealing user
interface

A general subject that was present during almost the entire data collection was the
necessity of Create Engaging Experience to make consumers come back. Something that
was repeatedly mention was the need to continuously create new value for the consumer
and adapt content dependent on if it’s a newly acquired or returning consumer (I10).
This means that the platform content should be continuous, progressive and preferably
based on a “storyline”. In addition, the analysis outlined that the value delivered should
be personalized for each consumer as much as possible (I8). A basis for doing so is to
understand consumer behavior, preferably for specific consumer segments or in a bestcase scenario for each individual consumer. Furthermore, the respondents highlighted

push-notifications as a “trick” to develop the storyline even more. By creating a “story
for each consumer” and at the same time use, for example notifications, is a way of
continuously pulling the consumer back to the platform. An additional activity of pulling
the consumer back is to encourage interaction between them for example by creating
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competition between consumers through gamification, which is completely the opposite
to how you should approach producers where you want to reduce competition. This was
continuously brought up during the analysis of the empirical data because “competition“
and “communicating value in a fun way” was two factors encouraging retention (I9).
We further identified gamification as a tool to work with building a storyline. Another
key to create an engaging experience is to design an appealing platform interface. General
traits for doing so is that it should be easy to understand and to use the platform, that
because one of the reasons why consumers left the platform was that they did not
understand how to use it (I8). Furthermore, we found that the interface should be
personalized, since individuals from different parts of the world find different interfaces
appealing (I14).
Table 15. Summary of statements and codes for Consumer Value
Int.
I8

I14

I14

I14

I10

I12
I14
I12
I14

Representative statement

Code(C)

“…so, the idea is that they use [One of their platforms] in their
teens you know, there is sex education and there is other
education of beauty products that young girls like. Then when
they get older and pregnant, they start use [Another platform]”
“So, we do have teams who look at how do we get more out
of our customers? And the slower your acquisition rates get
the more that gets important… you need to improve the
experience, based on different customers”
“If you think about transportation, you can go to work and
go from work. No one really has more than two use cases per
day for transportation in reality. Very few people order food
more than once a day, something like the logistics might be
let’s say weekly… Because you do all of this in the same app,
we are able to achieve higher top of mind consumers”
“A lot of the last few years of rational investments where based
on a philosophy, that if you get big enough, you will
eventually make money, no matter how terrible the
economics are. And scale makes efficiency. Scale and
efficiency go very hand in hand. So, absolutely!”
“Because you don’t communicate with the doctor unless you
pay them outside. You have to go to the clinic and pay a clinic
fee and then talk to the doctor. Whereas you are able to do it
free and instantly from this platform”
“But it is something about being pregnant and a parent, you
want the daily message. You don’t know exactly what to
google for and the chronology is important”
“And these services become more commoditized, quality
becomes secondary to ease and cost”
“…tech companies with our quality in attracting people and
keep the cost low are key to survive”
“It’s convenience and price. So, you have to be reliable, fast,
safe and you have to be cheap. It's a heavily subsidized game.
Subsidization is a massive part”
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Category(C)

Increase LifeTime-Value by
scaling value
delivery

Consumer Value

Create
convenience

Compete with
low cost and
price

What the analysis further revealed was that Consumer Value are an important aspect in
encouraging retention. Firstly, building a platform is about increasing Life-Time-Value

” They will be very busy [the small noodles shop], and they have no effective way of
growing
grow thesevalue
smaller
in Indonesia
too.is Itspecifically
creates a
by
scaling their
valuebusiness.
deliveryWe
by spreading
intobusinesses
different industries.
This
wonderful story about micro-entrepreneurship” – I14

suitable in the later stage of developing MSPs where we found that MSPs should focus
on consumer retention rather than acquisition. For example, as one of the respondents

“…improved the business through point-of-sale and has given them advertisements

mentioned
(I14),
few otherwise
people order
food stickiness
more than
oncereally
a day,
means
that
which they
had not
had. That
is big,
big.which
…as long
as we

continue to drive volume to them and offering them all those pieces, we will have very

platforms are limited to certain number of use cases. Therefore, to encourage consumer
good retention” – I14.
retention MSPs should focus on increasing life-time value by, for example, offer add-on

services
the value
proposition.
connected
theget
conclusion
” …we and
talk diversifying
about this liquidity
point,
and howThis
you ishitalso
that.
How do to
you
the right

geographical coverage to keep your drivers busy, and the right price available for your

that if MSPs want to maximize consumer retention platforms should have a vision of
customers?” – I14
creating an ecosystem, where progressively increasing life-time value is a first step. This
was
further
highlighted
by suddenly
Companygot
A aand
expressed
one of for
the different
complimentary
“So,
you know
then you
many
multipleinfunctions
users

ehm, and I guess then the more people that comes on board the more effective it
interviews:
becomes, and we just want so many people as possible” – I9

“You hear a lot about like, the importance of focus and the fewer the better. Whereas
our major advantage is diversification and width” – I14
“Ifisyou
are to
running
a transportation
business,
food business
or wallet
This
alsoimagine
closely you
related
the importance
of building
a personal
storyline
for each

business, those three different companies will acquire that customer three times, where
consumer,
diversification
and F]
width
wouldcost
easeofthis
process. since
What
the biggestsince
advantage
[Company
has isregarding
that the value
acquisition
a fraction,
consumer
canthe
be moved
across
of these
services”
– I14
also came upone
when
analyzing
empirical
dataallwas
that MSPs
should
strive towards
making the process of connecting producers and consumers as smooth as possible. It is
further highlighted since convenience came up as one of two main factors for retaining
consumers on the platform. Furthermore, this is aligned with theory that highlights
reduced transaction and search costs as important factors for competing as a platform
(Hagiu, 2014). This was well expressed by respondent (I10), who said that you can
instantly meet a doctor for free through their platform. We further found that increasing

life-time value is prerequisite for competing with low cost and price, which is the second
of two factors for encouraging consumer retention. This was highlighted by one of the
respondents (I14):
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“You hear a lot about like, the importance of focus and the fewer the better. Whereas
our major advantage is diversification and width” – I14
“If you imagine you are running a transportation business, food business or wallet
business, those three different companies will acquire that customer three times, where
the biggest advantage [Company F] has is that the acquisition cost of a fraction, since
one consumer can be moved across all of these services” – I14
As a conclusion, scaling value delivery is a basis for being able to create convenience and
compete with low price which according to this study are two factors for achieving user
retention. Furthermore, it is also one step in the strive of creating a platform ecosystem
of services.

4.3 Framework for network effects
A framework was developed from the empirical findings, to further illustrate how the
activities are connected to the different sides. The activities are placed according to which
growth-stage the MSP is experiencing, since some activities are more suitable in early
stage while some in later stages. For example, “interviews and focus groups” should be
conducted early when platform developers want to build trust with consumers, whereas
“analyzing big data” is more suitable later when aiming to increasingly scale the platform.
Each activity is presented as either as an ellipse, with its’ center in the actual growth stage,
but can be present in other stages as well which is visualized by length of the ellipse.
Activities equally relevant regardless stage is highlighted as a box covering both phases.
This can of course differ between platforms, and the numbers of users for a certain stage
can differ.
Since acquisition and retention are closely related and an on-going process for MSPs,
activities from all three identified themes appears over both stages of growth. In addition,
which type of network effect that is influenced by the activities and how they relate to
each user group, is symbolized by arrows. The framework is presented in Figure 2 and
illustrates what activities that are suitable when approaching different type of user groups
(i.e. producers and consumers).
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Same-sided
Network
effects

Producer side

Consumer side
Conduct in interviews and focus
groups

Attract key producers

Balance the number of producers relative consumers

Work with user testing
Collect and analyze big data

Avoid sub optimization among user groups

Relationship
Activities

Same-sided
Network
effects

Focus on the user group who contributes to the most viable
product

Establish measurements and KPIs

Cross-sided
Network effects

Training and education during onboarding process

Establish personal relationship and
trust through inhouse distribution

Relationship
Activities

Establish referral system

Establish producer events
Demonstrate impact for each producer

Target key markets

Stickiness
Activities

Use monetary incentives

Create traction through key consumers

Stickiness
Activities

Offer additional value other than network availability
Establish loyalty program

Easiness for producers to interact with the platform

Multisided
platform

Reduce sense of competition among producers
Encourage relationship between producers

Create financial incentives
Increase switching cost by broaden value proposition

Deliver value by building a personalized “storyline”
Use push notifications

Utilize existing networks to reach end consumer

Ecosystem
Activities

Encourage interactions between users

Establish partnerships to improve value delivery
Ability to personalize producer
experience
Reduce platform imitability to increase barriers
to entry
Expand value for
multiple sides

Early stage of growth

Critical Mass

Value
Management
Activities

Create appealing user interface

Cross-sided
Network effects

Later stage of growth

Increase Life-Time-Value by scaling value delivery
Create convenience
Compete with low cost and price

Later stage of growth

+

+

Figure 2. Framework for retention activities
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Critical Mass

Early stage of growth

5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
This study has increased the understanding of how to retain users on MSPs by identifying
suitable activities to perform in certain stages of platform development. These activities
are divided depending on what different type of user group (i.e. producers and
consumers) to approach. In addition, have highlighted three main theoretical and
practical contributions relative previous literature regarding how to retain users on MSPs.
Lastly, a discussion on the limitation of this study as well as suggestions for future research
is also described in the following sections.

5.1 Theoretical contribution
This study provides theoretical contributions in several aspects of existing literature. First,
previous literature highlights the present of “chicken-and-the-egg-problem” as the
challenge of deciding which side of the platform to bring onboard first (Caillaud & Julien,
2003; Ott et al. 2018). Hagiu (2014) argues that get fewer sides onboard initially is a way
for MSPs to overcome this problem. However, based on our study we have concluded
that platforms should not limit the number of user groups since that might reduce the
strength of cross-sided network effects. Instead MSPs should initially approach the side
that contributes to the most viable product and thereafter identify the capacity of the
producers in order to simultaneously balance the number of producer’s relative
consumers. This further contributes to the literature regarding the “get-big-fast-strategy”
arguing that acquire users aggressively is the most important factor for platform success
(Eisenman, Parker and Van Alstyne, 2006). Our study adds to that by emphasizing the
importance of balancing the numbers between them two since that is, based on our
analysis, a basis for creating a convenient user experience and in the long run encourage
user retention. Lastly, this highlights the connection between acquisition and retention
because acquiring users “the right way” will lead to retention.
Secondly, Evans and Schmalensee (2017) tries to lower the importance of mass as a
success factor and argues that the importance is to get the right matches in order to create
strong network effects. Our findings show that MSPs indeed need to monitor acquisition
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numbers and then adapt activities according to that, to create better matches. Although,
even if density is important for platforms in order to stay competitive long-term by
finding the right matches and create retention, growth is very much needed to be able to
compete against other platforms short-term. Mass in users will help the platform figuring
out what the value should be by finding customer pain. Tucker (2019) highlights the
importance of big data to be able to create anti-trust towards the platform. Our findings
suggest that big data and machine learning can be used to get to know users interacting
with the platform, and thereby make it possible personalize the experience, which will
create stickiness and retention among users. To collect enough data, there is a need for
large number of users, which means that there is a point where scale should trump
density, since that will be a prerequisite for finding the right matches.
Thirdly, our study highlights the importance for MSPs to gradually increase value
offerings by becoming part of an ecosystem. These findings are opposite towards what
Casadeus-Masanell and Halaburda (2014) mentions about limiting the offerings, where
they argue that limiting the value offering and creating a niche platform will increase
utilization. Our findings show that “super-platforms”, containing numerous services, is
an increasing phenomenon because it will lower the acquisition cost for MSPs by
transferring their existing network over additional services offerings. Also, it increases the
switching costs and reduces search and transaction cost for users, since they can take
advantage of different services on the same platform. Based on previous literature
regarding network structures (Zhu & Iansiti, 2019), becoming part of a greater ecosystem
and developing a “super-platform” will help MSPs overcome issues with local clusters
and degrees of separation of networks. This will help them to reduce the risk of
envelopment and multi-homing.

5.2 Managerial contribution
This study provides valuable input for platform managers and help them to withstand
competition by retaining users. Activities were found for both producers and consumers,
which will guide managers in their decisions depending on which side they are
approaching. Previous theory has not brought up differences in activities but instead
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focused on different outcomes of failing with execution strategies. Therefore, our study
provides insight into which activities that are suitable for producers and consumers
separately. Objectively no activity is necessarily better than another, rather should
managers choose activities depended on their own core business.
When applying the result from our study, practitioners should consider different activities
depending on how far they have come in the development of the platform. This is
important to consider in order to conduct suitable activities in relation to critical mass.
For example, based on our findings it is important to understand consumer behavior to
deliver personalized value. To identify consumer behavior, we have identified that
interviews and focus groups are more suitable in the early stage relative critical mass to
establish a personal relationship and trust with the users, whereas applying a referral system
is more important in the later stage when scaling the platform is necessary. More
specifically our framework can guide platform developers on when to apply certain
activities rather than others. We think that this is important to be able scale the number
of users in a high pace but simultaneously in a way that encourage long term user
retention.
Also, this study provides managers with a know-how for which stages and activities that
would come next, which give them the opportunity to prepare for future actions in terms
of educating staff or preparing in earlier stages of what to do in the next. The findings
further give managers input in how to progressively develop their long-term strategy to
become a “super-platform”. This could mean that platforms experiment with different
activities in different phases, but still with the long-term objective in mind.

5.3 Limitation and future research
Since the study was made in South-East Asia a similar study could be performed in a
Western context to examine how cultural aspects affect how MSPs should work with
user retention. In one of the interviews (I13) it appeared that there are differences
between Asian and Western countries that, for example, affects how companies should
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design their platforms regarding user interface and experience. This further highlights the
importance of conducting a similar study in a western context.
Secondly, even if our results contribute to present research about network effects it is still
limited to a single-case study with complimentary interviews. Future research of the topic
could therefore include a multiple-case study to get additional insights into how different
type of platforms approaches user retention. Furthermore, we have acquired insight into
critical mass and introduced suitable retention activities in relation to that. Still, there is
a need to for future investigation of what critical mass is and how companies could
estimate that number, since reaching that point increases the possibility of platform
success.
Lastly, retention activities among MSPs is still early phase and many of the companies are
still experimenting with user-retention methods. Therefore, further investigation in how
different companies solve these issues is interesting from a research point of view. This
because competition will change when more platforms start focusing on retention rather
than acquisition.
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APPENDIX 1: Interview Guide
Background
1. How long have you been at the company?
2. What are your experiences of building networks around multisided platforms?
Describe.
General questions
3. What’s your view about the importance of network effects?
4. How many user groups (sides) do you have on your platforms? Describe the
different user groups (producers, consumers)?
5. Are you favoring any of the sides? If so, in which way?
a. Is that the one you see as the most valuable to you?
6. How do you estimate your critical mass?
a. Do you think you have reached that?
b. How far from that are you?
Questions about retaining producer-side of an MSP
7. How would you describe how your company are handling the producer side of
the platform?
a. How do you attract them to the platform?
b. How do you work with keeping them on the platform?
8. What would you say is the most important to maintain users at the producer side?
9. How do you work to incentivize producers from not using other platforms?
10. Do you handle individual producers differently, or are you following a standard?
11. How do you create value for/capture value from your producers?
12. Has your way of retaining the producer side changed over time/depending on the
number of participants? If so, how?
Questions about retaining consumer-side of an MSP
I

13. How would you describe how your company are handling the consumer side of
the platform?
a. How do you attract them to the platform?
b. How do you work with keeping them on the platform?
14. What would you say is the most important to maintain users at the consumer side?
15. How do you work to incentivize consumers from not using other platforms?
16. Do you handle individual consumers differently, or are you following a standard?
17. How do you create value for/capture value from your consumers?
18. Has your way of retaining the consumer side changed over time/depending on
the number of participants? If so, how?
Finalizing questions
19. Is there any general difference between how you retain producers and consumers?
20. Have you experienced any challenges with any of the sides? Please describe how.
21. How are you allocating work between the different sides? Describe.
22. What is the long-term strategy for the platform?
Closing questions
23. Is there anything else, that we have not asked you, that you think will add to this
interview?
24. Who do you think that we should interview to get more insight into network
retention?

II

